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                                                                                                                                                    Bilbao, 21 March 2024 
 
Hello my friends in the Sport, 
 
The EFRA 1/8 Buggy Section has made its decision over the tire selected for the Masters40+ EFRA European 
Champioship 2024 to be held in Welden, Germany next August from the 30th  to 1st September. 
 
EFRA thanks the 2 interested companies, PROCIRCUIT & MATRIX,  involved in the selection process and the 
interest showed at initial steps by other 5-6 companies. 
 
The decision has not been easy as the performance of the 2 different tires from both companies has been 
outstanding, but finally both EFRA and the Organizing Club has come to an unanimous decison based on different 
respective reasons. 
 
The tire selected is the NEBULA Tire in S compound and white rim from MATRIX company to be purchased track 
side. All from same model and compound, all from same batch of production with same inserts and same 
rims, obviously pre-glued. 
 
The price of each set will be 33 Euros. Cash, Paypal or Credit Card accepted. 
 
Minimum purchase of racing tires is 3 marked sets, ordinary order maximun is 4 marked sets + 1 set non marked 
for friday morning practice. All on same price.  
 
After each first subfinal of every racer the ones bumping up to the next level have the right to purchase an extra 
set for each new race. Obviously drivers of Exhibition finals will have the same right. 
 
All racing tires will be marked. 
 
Spare replacement of damaged tyres will be controlled by officials. 
 
More precise information will follow later on the year. 
 
Again, many thanks to both companies Matrix & Procircuit 
 
Kindly, 
 
 
Carlos Gomez 
EFRA Section Chairman 1/8 Buggy 

                                                                                                                     

 
 
 


